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Dolce Vita Press, The. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 510 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x
6.0in. x 1.3in.The Authors Cut!: WITH 80 PAGES OF SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL: author interviews,
magazine reviews, press items and releases, done in scrapbook format . . . On the front and back
covers: Adriana Lima photographed by Ellen von Unwerth. Chandler for the 90s: () Word is pure 40s
cool and paragraphs swing with voiceover rhythms that put Harrison Fords Blade Runner
monologues to shame. Beautiful babes, New York wasps and sleazy zillionaires flit through Word,
larger than life and twice as interesting. Carrie OGrady, The Guardian (England) A torrent of L. A.
buzzwords and insider cynicism unmatched since Odets and Lehmans Sweet Smell of Success took
on Manhattan. The Hell-A hypechat will flick all of your fuses. Kirkus Reviews Flashy and dark, this
energetic Nathanael West retake offers a rich Hollywood menu of pandering, ambition, power, and
retribution. Publishers Weekly Magnificent Obsessions: Word, the book Bret Ellis didnt write, is
Felskes satire of Hollywood, i. e. , Star Camp, and he does a great job with female movie colony
characters. Playboy The Shallow Man turned fashion on its head bringing the term modelizer into
the collective...
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ReviewsReviews

Complete guideline for publication fanatics. It is writter in easy phrases rather than hard to understand. I am very happy to inform you that this is basically
the finest pdf we have study in my personal life and can be he finest pdf for at any time.
-- Saul Mertz-- Saul Mertz

A superior quality pdf along with the font used was intriguing to read through. It can be rally exciting throgh reading through time period. You may like how
the blogger create this book.
-- Dr. Rylee Berge-- Dr. Rylee Berge
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